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修形类型 工件精度 工件粗糙度值 磨粒状态 修形效率
单晶金刚石 高 大 破碎多 高
旋转金刚轮 中 中 破碎中 高
综合成形 中 小 好 低
放电修形 中 小 好 中
杯状砂轮 高 小 好 低
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形转角 ,使修形中 B 轴的正程修形位置和反程修形位
置的修形运动轨迹点不重合。
图 2 所示为带倾角结构的圆弧杯状砂轮修整器。





















从图 4a 可以得出 :当修形砂轮带倾角γ时 ,金刚石砂
轮上的修形接触弧长增加。图 4b 为倾角γ= 0°时 ,修
形接触弧长的计算关系图。从图中可得知 :修形接触







式中 　Δt ———修形进给量 ,mm
r ———金刚石砂轮圆弧半径 ,mm
图 4c 为带倾角γ时 ,修形接触弧长的计算关系









式中 　γ———修形砂轮倾角 , (°)
　l ———修形砂轮等效工作长度 ,mm
























δ = k ·Δt ·Δv (4)
式中 　Δv ———修形点速度变化量





r ( z) = r - k ·Δt ·Δv (5)
式中 　r ( z) ———补偿修形圆弧半径 ,mm
4 　修形实验
　　将式 (3) 、(4)代入式 (5)可解得经过修形误差补偿
后的修形轨迹。图 8 为以表 2 所示修形参数 ,设定修
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Overview of Linear Servo Motor for Direct Drive in
Machine Feeding Mechanism
XIA Jiakuan (Shenyang Industry University) , et . al (8)
Abstract :Pros and cons for applying linear motors in feeding
systems for machine tools are analyzed in respect to the high-
speed and high-precision developing trend in modern CNC
machine tools , features of motors with different structures
and their applications are introduced , the research status
and developing trends for direct drive servo system of linear
motors are summarized.
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Development of Motorized Spindle Unit with High- Pow2
er Ceramic Bearing
ZHANG Ke (Shenyang Architectural Engineering
College) (17)
Abstract : Excellent characteristics of motorized spindle unit
and its application are introduced. Based on the develop2
ment practice in high- speed motorized spindle unit , the text
analyzed the selection of the bearing for high-power motor2
ized spindle unit and determination of preload , approached
the structural layout and design of motorized spindle unit ,
discussed the setting of cooling and lubrication system of mo2
torized spindle unit . The staticΠdynamic performance of mo2
torized spindle is tested through experiments , technical sup2
port is provided for speeding up the development in new mo2
torized spindle unit and its application in CNC machine tool .
Keywords : Motorized Spindle , Ceramic Bearing , Lubrica2
tion , Vibration
Magnetorheological Technology and Its Application in
Mechanical Engineering
HUANG Haicai (Huaqiao University) , et al . (24)
Abstract :Magnetorheological (MR) fluids are a new type of
intelligent materials that attracted high and wide attention in
recent years. In the 21st century , MR technology is one of
the key technologies in electromechanical engineering. In
this paper , the studies on MR technology at home and
abroad are reviewed comprehensively. The applications of
MR technology in mechanical engineering are presented
based on MR fluids’characteristics , and some problems in
the studies on MR technology are analyzed. The studiy
trends of MR fluids are discussed in the end.
Keywords :MR Fluids , Mechanical Engineering , Applica2
tions
SolidWorks- based Designing and Machining of Precise
Relieving Cutter for Sprocket Hob
WANG Qinsi (Nanhua University) , et al . (28)
Abstract :3D model for the basic worm of sprocket hob can
be generated with the 3D feature modeling function of Solid2
Works software according to the structural size and normal
profile for sprocket hob , hence precision axial tooth profile
can be obtained in the section of axis , based on which , pre2
cision profile for precise relieving cutter for sprocket hob can
be designed. Specific process in CADΠCAM for precise re2
lieving cutter for sprocket hob is introduced.
Keywords : SolidWorks , 3D Feature Modeling , Sprocket
Hob , Precision Relieving Cutter , CADΠCAM
Effects of Cutting Parameters on Mechanical Properties
of Metallic Fiber Being Cut by Spinning Bit
WAN Zhenping (South China University of
Technology) , et al . (32)
Abstract : Principal mechanical properties of metallic fiber
include tensile strength and stiffness. In this paper , effects
of depth of cut and feedrate on mechanical properties of me2
tallic fiber are investigated by spinning bit . Rules for ma2
chining metallic fiber by cutting are obtained , the mechani2
cal properties of fiber can be improved with reduction in de2
formation coefficient of fiber.
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Study on Truing and Dressing Technology for Arc Dia2
mond Wheel
GUO Yinbiao (Xiamen University) , et al (38)
Abstract : In order to decrease machining error of non-axi2
symmetric aspheric surfaces , a new truer of arc diamond
wheel with titling structure cup-wheel is put forward. To im2
prove truing accuracy of arc diamond wheel trued by cup tru2
er , a tilting structure is utilized for increasing the contacting
arc length , the rational detaining angle changing ratio and
truing error compensation technology are used in this truer.
With truing experiment and data analysis , it is obvious that
tilting structure cup-wheel truer can meet the need for paral2
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Experimental Investigation into WEDM for Metal- parti2
cle-reinforced Materials
GUO Zhongning ( Guangdong Industry University) (44)
Abstract :Machineability of a metal-particle- reinforced mate2
rial ( 6061 alloy) by WEDM has been approached. The
study shows that it is likely to result in wire breakage and
cause the operation to be stopped if electric parameters can2
not be properly selected. However , a good machining effect
will be obtained with optimization in parameters.
Keywords : Wire Electro-Discharge Machining ( WEDM) ,
Metal-particle- reinforced Material , Orthogonal
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Development of New Programs for PMC 1007 Coupling
Finisher
WANG Conghe (Shanghai Jiao Tong University) , et al . (51)
Abstract :The mechanism of three- station manufacturing pro2
cess for PMC 1007 Coupling Finisher was introduced. The
reasons for the deterioration of the product quality manufac2
tured with this machine after a long time service have been
analyzed. A new station- separating method realized by a
proximity switch was suggested. And the offsets for separated
clamps were compensated respectively by machining pro2
grams. A new machining program has been developed and
added into the screen program. Four modules with different
functions for the new developed screen program have been
reported.
Keywords : PMC 1007 Coupling Finisher ; Station Separa2
tion ; Screen Program ; Machining Program
Study on Supporting Platform for Networked Agile
Manufacturing
LI Xuechao (Tsinghua University) , et al . (54)
Abstract :Design and construction of a supporting platform
for web-based agile manufacturing is introduced. The con2
cept of web-based project studio which refers to a virtual of2
fice is put forward. Imitating the practical project develop2
ment process , the web-based project management and exe2
cuting are realized , which can lend strong support to the
network-based collaborative design or work.
Keywords :Web-based Agile Manufacturing ; Virtual Enter2
prise ; Collaborative Design
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